Baseball Hall of Fame Committee Needs a Clue

By Mike Duffy and Andrew Heitner

A heated Los Angeles argument back to all of our faithful readers.

Weeks? And how could any group a Olympic caliber level within two skating within a week, but skating at that Nancy could be not only ice and cause damage only so minor that a gorilla of a man like Shane Larson go to solving such relatively swift manner, then can our tax dol-

overnight, by the way). As soon as wasn't even left in the hospital spare. Likewise, the Feds should not be - Detroit's finest had time to the Motor City is not known as the leg with a rod is a bit ridiculous.

The practice of allowing players to this escapade are going to be, and USA "Up All Night" movies for two weeks prior to the attack? at every place that Kerrigan was at

And the Raiders had to play with only Meadowlands. Of course this is sup-
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2. Changing the date p it's fine that their starting number of a lawsuit, as those players are insane (for reasons that are obviously, the argument will be made that the starting number is the best one for the team that has the most talent and the best coaching. However, this is simply not the case. The starting number should be determined by the player's performance on the field, not by the fact that they are playing for a team with a lower record. In other words, if a player is not performing up to expectations, then their starting number should be changed. Otherwise, the system of using starting numbers to identify players will become meaningless.

In conclusion, the starting number system in the NFL is outdated and should be replaced with a new system that is based on merit and performance. This would not only help to identify the best players on the field, but it would also provide more excitement for fans and make the sport more interesting overall. In order to make this change, the NFL must be willing to listen to the voices of the players and the fans and take action.